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My Safety Network - Jayneen
Sanders 2021-07-21
This title introduces your child
to the concept of a Safety
Network. These are 3 to 5
trusted adults in your child's
life who they could confidently
turn to if they feel worried or
unsafe. This book is part of the
Little BIG Chats series.
Discussion questions included.
Ages 2 to 6.
ABC of Body Safety and
Consent - Jayneen Sanders
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

2020-01-15
The 26 'key' letters and
accompanying words combined
with stunning illustrations will
help children to learn and
consolidate age-appropriate,
crucial and life-changing body
safety and consent skills.
Discussion Questions included.
Suitable for children 4 to 10
years.
The Fabulous Friend Machine Nick Bland 2022-01-04
A cautionary tale from the
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bestselling creator of the
Cranky Bear books. Now in
paperback! Popcorn is THE
friendliest chicken at
Fiddlesticks farm -- so friendly
that she wins the annual prize
for it . . . which she naturally
gives away to someone who
can use it more. She's just that
nice of a bird. But when
Popcorn finds a forgotten
smartphone in the barn, she
sets about making some brand
new friends. Soon she is so
busy sending messages to them
that she begins to forget her
old friends. When a meet-up
with her new friends is about
to end in disaster, the quickthinking animals of
Fiddlesticks Farm save the day
. . . and one relieved chicken
learns a lesson. The Fabulous
Friend Machine is wry
cautionary tale for these wired
times, by the globally bestselling creator of the Cranky
Bear books.
Matilda Learns a Valuable
Lesson - Holly-Ann Martin
2011
Matilda learns that if you feel
unsafe, you need to tell an
adult you trust, that you don't
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

feel safe. She also learns the
importance of persisting with
telling adults you trust, until
someone helps you feel safe
again. As adults, we need to be
careful about the messages we
give to children. This book
helps parents and teachers talk
with children about self
protection, in a gentle and
meaningful way. It also
contains resource pages for
adults, which include going
over the main points of
protective education
(protective behaviours), and
giving specific information to
effectively and efficiently deal
with receiving a disclosure of
abuse from a child. This book is
the first in a series of books
where Miss Martin teaches her
students about protective
education. One of the most
challenging aspects of being a
parent is preparing your child
for the potential challenges
that exist in the world. How do
you achieve this without
scaring them, wrapping them
in cotton wool or providing
them with too much
information? Protective
education is a proactive life
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skills approach. By teaching
children the language and
principles of protective
education, in a holistic and
integrated way, they can
acquire invaluable skills and
strategies to identify unsafe
situations and protect
themselves from potential
harm. With a strong foundation
in empowering children and
building resilience, the
protective education program
is not only an abuse prevention
program, it can also be
extended to embrace antibullying, drug awareness, or
youth suicide prevention
programs.
You, Me and Empathy Jayneen Sanders 2017-05
This charming story uses verse,
beautiful illustrations and a
little person called Quinn to
model the meaning of empathy.
Quinn shows an abundance of
understanding, compassion and
kindness towards others.
Empathy is a learnt trait, and
one to nurture in all children.
Included are Discussion
Questions and activities to
promote empathy.
Hayden-Reece Learns a
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

Valuable Lesson that Private
Means 'just for You' - Hollyann Martin 2011
Lauren feels unsafe at school
when Hayden-Reece appears
over the wall of the toilet. She
goes to tell Miss Martin, who is
on her Network. Miss Martin
teaches her class the difference
between Public and Private and
explains that no one should see
or touch your private parts,
and that Private means 'Just for
you'. This book will help both
parents and teachers explain
this important subject so that
children of all ages will
understand the difference
between public and private,
and how that applies to them
personally in their daily lives.
This book also contains
resource pages for adults,
which include going over the
main points of protective
education(protective
behaviours), and giving specific
information to effectively and
efficiently deal with receiving a
disclosure of abuse from a
child. This book is the second
in a series of books where Miss
Martin teaches her students
about protective education.
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One of the most challenging
aspects of being a parent is
preparing your child for the
potential challenges that exist
in the world. How do you
achieve this without scaring
them, wrapping them in cotton
wool or providing them with
too much information?
Protective education is a
proactive life skills approach.
By teaching children the
language and principles of
protective education, in a
holistic and integrated way,
they can acquire invaluable
skills and strategies to identify
unsafe situations and protect
themselves from potential
harm. With a strong foundation
in empowering children and
building resilience, the
protective education program
is not only an abuse prevention
program, it can also be
extended to embrace antibullying, drug awareness, or
youth suicide prevention
programs.
Transforming the Workforce
for Children Birth Through
Age 8 - National Research
Council 2015-07-23
Children are already learning
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

at birth, and they develop and
learn at a rapid pace in their
early years. This provides a
critical foundation for lifelong
progress, and the adults who
provide for the care and the
education of young children
bear a great responsibility for
their health, development, and
learning. Despite the fact that
they share the same objective to nurture young children and
secure their future success the various practitioners who
contribute to the care and the
education of children from
birth through age 8 are not
acknowledged as a workforce
unified by the common
knowledge and competencies
needed to do their jobs well.
Transforming the Workforce
for Children Birth Through Age
8 explores the science of child
development, particularly
looking at implications for the
professionals who work with
children. This report examines
the current capacities and
practices of the workforce, the
settings in which they work,
the policies and infrastructure
that set qualifications and
provide professional learning,
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and the government agencies
and other funders who support
and oversee these systems.
This book then makes
recommendations to improve
the quality of professional
practice and the practice
environment for care and
education professionals. These
detailed recommendations
create a blueprint for action
that builds on a unifying
foundation of child
development and early
learning, shared knowledge
and competencies for care and
education professionals, and
principles for effective
professional learning. Young
children thrive and learn best
when they have secure,
positive relationships with
adults who are knowledgeable
about how to support their
development and learning and
are responsive to their
individual progress.
Transforming the Workforce
for Children Birth Through Age
8 offers guidance on system
changes to improve the quality
of professional practice,
specific actions to improve
professional learning systems
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

and workforce development,
and research to continue to
build the knowledge base in
ways that will directly advance
and inform future actions. The
recommendations of this book
provide an opportunity to
improve the quality of the care
and the education that children
receive, and ultimately improve
outcomes for children.
Brave Little Bear's Big
Letter - Xenia Schembri
2017-12-19
Xenia Schembri co-founded At
The Ark Inc., a charity which
supports the families of abused
children, with her husband,
Simon. She is a qualified
counsellor and a mum of four
adult children. One of her
many passions is to equip
children with self-protective
behaviours and to instill in
children that it is so brave to
share one¿s heart, emotions
and pain with a trusted adult.
From the Author:As a parent, I
have had times where I was so
confused with my child¿s
behaviours. Wouldn¿t it be
great if they could just talk to
us and explain what they are
feeling and howwe can
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help¿especially when our
children have been through
trauma of some kind? Teaching
children self-protective
behaviours does not scare or
scar them, but instead it
empowers kids and helps build
up their self-esteem.
The Child Protection Practice
Manual - Gayle Hann
2016-01-14
Around 85 children die each
year in the UK due to abuse or
neglect. A number of these
deaths are later deemed
preventable because the child
involved was known to either
social services or to a health
professional. Cases such as
those of Baby P and Victoria
Climbie highlighted the failings
of these organisations, ones set
up to safeguard children. It is
the responsibility of every
health professional worldwide
to identify and respond to child
abuse and yet that very
responsibility is both
emotionally and strategically
challenging. The Child
Protection Practice Manual:
Training practitioners how to
safeguard children equips
professionals with the ability to
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

recognise a child at risk and
the knowledge of how to work
with a child already suffering
abuse. Practical advice is
offered on how to navigate the
multi-disciplinary processes.
Fictional case studies and
exercises immerse the reader
in scenarios. Building on this,
the authors lead readers
through learning points,
recommendations, and
legislation. With new
definitions in child protection
ranging from child sexual
exploitation, gang violence,
radicalisation and internet
bullying through to female
genital mutilation, witchcraft
and spirit possession, honour
based violence and forced
marriage, this book will be a
valuable resource for qualified
paediatricians and those in
training, as well as
professionals who have contact
with children such as GPs,
nurses, health visitors, social
workers, midwives, teachers,
lawyers, and community
workers.
My Body! What I Say Goes!
Indigenous Edition - Jayneen
Sanders 2017-06-18
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This comprehensive,
empowering and ageappropriate children's book
will teach children about
respect, consent and body
boundaries. It also explores
safe and unsafe feelings, early
warning signs, a safety
network, the correct names for
private parts, safe and unsafe
touch, and the difference
between secrets and surprises.
Ages 3-9
Teaching Protective
Behaviours to Young
Children - Carolyn Gelenter
2017-07-05
This programme aims to
provide children aged 4-7 years
with awareness and strategies
for keeping safe. Although it
may be difficult to accept,
children and young people
from any community, including
those with disabilities, can be
put at risk of harm, abused or
hurt, regardless of their age,
gender, religion or ethnicity.
All children have the right to
be safeguarded from abuse or
neglect so they have the
opportunity to reach their
potential and be successful
adults. Protective behaviours
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

teaches children to develop an
awareness of personal safety;
helps them to identify and
express their feelings; make
choices and solve problems.
First Steps to Safety has taken
the core protective behaviour
principles and created a
teaching framework with
overarching aims, with
supporting lesson plans,
resources and activities, in a 10
week programme that can be
picked up and used by anyone
in school wanting to empower
children and young people of
any age and any capability to
develop personal safety. The
information and strategies
provided to children are
generic and applicable across a
range of situations that may
arise, for example bullying,
internet safety, being harmed,
feeling sad or feeling unsafe.
Sessions include: my body
parts; showing my feelings; my
body, thoughts and feelings all
go together; feeling safe;
behaviour choices; to empower
children to feel safe and know
they have a right to fee safe; to
give children the confidence
and ability to assertively
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manage their own safety; to
children the skills to take
responsibility for their own
bodies, thoughts, feelings and
behaviour; to enable children
with a range of communication
abilities to ask for help; for
children to have awareness of
their body, thoughts, feelings
and behaviour; have a
vocabulary to express how
their thoughts and feelings
affect their bodies; know the
early warning signs for feeling
unsafe; know they can make
different behaviour choices
based on feelings; and know
who good people are to go to
for help and how to ask for
help.
Something Has Happened - Liz
Bates 2021-10
For effective use, this book
should be purchased alongside
the guidebook. Both books can
be purchased together as a set,
Something Has Happened: A
Storybook and Guide for
Safeguarding and Supporting
Children's Right to Feel Safe
[978-1-032-06912-8]
Something has happened to
Joe. Now he doesn't feel safe;
he feels sick, wants to cry and
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

can't even concentrate on his
computer games. This carefully
and sensitively written
storybook has been created to
enable conversations around
safeguarding, teaching
children about their right to
feel safe, and what to do if, like
Joe, they ever need help. With
colourful and engaging
illustrations, the story offers
opportunities for discussion
throughout, using Joe as a tool
to help children understand
their difficult feelings, who
they can go to for help, and
what they can do when it feels
like nobody is listening. This
storybook: Teaches children
about the right to feel safe, the
safety continuum, networks of
support and persistence Offers
advice that can be used by
children in any situation, from
disclosing abuse to talking
about smaller worries Can be
used with both primary and
lower-secondary aged pupils as
a whole class, in small groups
or in one-to-one sessions
Designed to be used alongside
the professional guidebook, A
Practical Resource for
Supporting Children's Right to
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Feel Safe, this is an essential
tool for teachers, support staff
and other professionals who
want to teach children that
being safe from harm is the
most important right they have,
and that the trusted adults
around them will always take
action to believe and protect
them.
Let's Talk about Body
Boundaries, Consent and
Respect - Jayneen Sanders
2017-11-10
This book explores consent and
respect with children especially
in relation to body boundaries,
both theirs and others. A child
growing up knowing they have
a right to their own personal
space, gives that child
ownership and choices as to
what happens to them. These
concepts are presented in a
child-friendly and easilyunderstood manner.
ABC of Body Safety and
Consent - Jayneen Sanders
2020-01-15
The 26 'key' letters and
accompanying words combined
with stunning illustrations will
help children to learn and
consolidate age-appropriate,
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

crucial and life-changing body
safety and consent skills.
Discussion Questions included.
Suitable for children 4 to 10
years.
Sam's Hats - Amber Fabry
2010
Lets Talk About Body
Boundaries, Consent and
Respect - Jayneen Sanders
2020-02
This book explores consent and
respect with children especially
in relation to body boundaries,
both theirs and others. A child
growing up knowing they have
a right to their own personal
space, gives that child
ownership and choices as to
what happens to them. These
concepts are presented in a
child-friendly and easilyunderstood manner.
Everyone's Got a Bottom Tess Rowley 2007
Is a story about Ben and his
brother and sister learning and
talking together about bodies.
It is a tool for parents and
carers to gently start a
conversation with children
about self protection. It's about
children keeping safe in a style
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that is fun, positive and
protective. Ages 4+.
A Secret Safe to Tell - Naomi
Hunter 2015-01-01
A book about a child who has
an adult friend who makes her
feel a bit too special. His
touching makes her frightened
and confused. It is only when
she has the courage to tell
someone that her heart begins
to heal. This beautifully
illustrated book encourages
and empowers children to
speak up if someone is
touching them in away that
makes them uncomfortable.
Based on personal experience,
Hunter's book is a vitally
important resource for anyone
who has children in their care,
including parents, teachers,
counsellors, libraries and
schools.
Holding Hands - Justine
O'Malley 2010
A comprehensive resource that
provides practical plans for
primary school teachers and
other service providers who
are implementing the
Protective Behaviours Program
with children aged 4-12 years.
What Teachers Need to
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

Know about Students with
Disabilities - Peter S.
Westwood 2009
Provides an overview of the
disabilities that teachers may
encounter in their classrooms.
Explains how disabilities
impact on students' learning
and development. Covers
intellectual disability, autism,
Asperger syndrome, other
pervasive develomental
disorders, physical and health
impairments, vision and
hearing impairments, language
and learning disorders, and
emotional and behavioural
disorders.
Only for Me - Michelle Derrig
2016-06
Only For Me is an amazing
picture book, which gently
teaches young children that
their body is private and that
they have a right to protect
their privacy. Only For Me
instantly engages young
children (aged 3 to 8) through
its clever use of rhyme and
beautiful illustrations by
former Disney artist Nicole
Mackenzie. It tackles an
extremely difficult topic in a
sensitive and age appropriate
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manner, guiding parents
through the critical information
that they need to impart.
Milly's Message - Liz Walker
2019-09-17
Written with safe language for
children aged 5-10-years, Milly
Message is the perfect way to
let young kids know that
coming across unsafe images is
not their fault and they can
always seek help from an adult.
Helping Vulnerable Children
and Adolescents to Stay Safe
- Katie Wrench 2016-08-18
Helping vulnerable children
and young people to build
protective behaviours is the
key to keeping them safe. Full
of creative ideas and activities,
this guide provides the tools to
help children develop these key
skills. Topics include work
around: building resilience and
problem solving skills;
identifying a 'safety network';
developing emotional literacy;
awareness of grooming
strategies and safe/unsafe
touch; and cyber safety. The
range of tried and tested
techniques will be sure to
engage any child in thinking
about their personal safety,
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

allowing adult carers to have
confidence that their child will
be empowered to better
identify and avoid harmful
situations and behaviours.
Practical and easy to use, this
is a valuable resource for
professionals working with
vulnerable children and young
people, such as adopted or
fostered children and those in
residential care, as well as the
parents and carers of these
children.
Brave Little Bear - Xenia
Schembri 2017-10-26
Brave little Bear was hurt,
which made him sick, until he
told and gave his pain to
someone else to worry about.
Brave little Bear is tool for
anyone who believes that
children's innocence is
precious enough to be
protected. But how do we talk
to children without making it
uncomfortable? Brave little
Bear helps to teach children
what is safe and what is not,
and if 'bad' things do happen it
gives clear instructions about
what to do. The Average age
for child sexual abuse to begin
is 8.5 years. We believe that if
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we can equip our children
before that age with selfprotective behaviours we have
a chance to change the stats
For every 10 books sold we will
give 1 away to an at risk
family.
The Role of Educators in
Preventing and Responding to
Child Abuse and Neglect Cynthia Crosson-Tower 2003
Child Protective Services Diane DePanfilis 2003
From the Preface: This manual,
Child Protective Services: A
Guide for Caseworkers,
examines the roles and
responsibilities of child
protective services (CPS)
workers, who are at the
forefront of every community's
child protection efforts. The
manual describes the basic
stages of the CPS process and
the steps necessary to
accomplish each stage: intake,
initial assessment or
investigation, family
assessment, case planning,
service provision, evaluation of
family progress, and case
closure. Best practices and
critical issues in casework
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

practice are underscored
throughout. The primary
audience for this manual
includes CPS caseworkers,
supervisors, and
administrators. State and local
CPS agency trainers may use
the manual for preservice or
inservice training of CPS
caseworkers, while schools of
social work may add it to class
reading lists to orient students
to the field of child protection.
In addition, other professionals
and concerned community
members may consult the
manual for a greater
understanding of the child
protection process. This
manual builds on the
information presented in A
Coordinated Response to Child
Abuse and Neglect: The
Foundation for Practice.
Readers are encouraged to
begin with that manual as it
addresses important
information on which CPS
practice is based-including
definitions of child
maltreatment, risk factors,
consequences, and the Federal
and State basis for
intervention. Some manuals in
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the series also may be of
interest in understanding the
roles of other professional
groups in responding to child
abuse and neglect, including:
Substance abuse treatment
providers; Domestic violence
victim advocates; Educators;
Law enforcement personnel.
Other manuals address special
issues, such as building
partnerships and working with
the courts on CPS cases.
Teaching Protective Behaviours
to Young Children - Carolyn
Gelenter 2017-02-01
This programme aims to
provide children aged 4-7 years
with awareness and strategies
for keeping safe. Although it
may be difficult to accept,
children and young people
from any community, including
those with disabilities, can be
put at risk of harm, abused or
hurt, regardless of their age,
gender, religion or ethnicity.
All children have the right to
be safeguarded from abuse or
neglect so they have the
opportunity to reach their
potential and be successful
adults. Protective behaviours
teaches children to develop an
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

awareness of personal safety;
helps them to identify and
express their feelings; make
choices and solve problems.
First Steps to Safety has taken
the core protective behaviour
principles and created a
teaching framework with
overarching aims, with
supporting lesson plans,
resources and activities, in a 10
week programme that can be
picked up and used by anyone
in school wanting to empower
children and young people of
any age and any capability to
develop personal safety. The
information and strategies
provided to children are
generic and applicable across a
range of situations that may
arise, for example bullying,
internet safety, being harmed,
feeling sad or feeling unsafe.
Sessions include: my body
parts; showing my feelings; my
body, thoughts and feelings all
go together; feeling safe;
behaviour choices; to empower
children to feel safe and know
they have a right to fee safe; to
give children the confidence
and ability to assertively
manage their own safety; to
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children the skills to take
responsibility for their own
bodies, thoughts, feelings and
behaviour; to enable children
with a range of communication
abilities to ask for help; for
children to have awareness of
their body, thoughts, feelings
and behaviour; have a
vocabulary to express how
their thoughts and feelings
affect their bodies; know the
early warning signs for feeling
unsafe; know they can make
different behaviour choices
based on feelings; and know
who good people are to go to
for help and how to ask for
help.
Koala and Bunny - Al Smith
2011-06-01
The new informative children's
book Koala and Bunny:
Instilling Protective Behaviours
in Children will help kids
become more aware of the
special parts of their bodies.
Having this information can
prevent children from
becoming victims of abuse. I
would like to sincerely thank
you for your wonderful book
Koala and Bunny. Your
thoughtfulness is truly
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

appreciated. - On behalf of
Terri Irwin, Australia Zoo
Child Protection - Freda Briggs
2020-08-27
'.a valuable resource book for
teachers, child care workers
and school administrators on
preventing, identifying and
handling cases of child abuse
and neglect. [It includes] a
unique international
perspective on child
protection.' Associate Professor
Sandy K Wurtele, University of
Colorado 'Many books stop at
the what should be done, but
this book goes beyond that to
tell us the how. It is sound,
practical and most welcomed.'
Wilma Bartlett, The National
Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children, UK
Teachers and early childhood
workers are the only
professionals in contact with
abused children for long
periods of time. Although they
are seldom aware of their
importance, they can provide
the child's best defence against
abuse. Abused children exhibit
identifiable behaviours and
perform less well in school
than their peers. Educators and
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caregivers can learn to observe
children's development and
respond to their special needs.
Schools have always taken
responsibility for teaching
children to stay safe from
traffic, fire, water and
electricity. They are also in the
best position for teaching
children to stay safe with
people. Child Protection is a
comprehensive guide to the
common forms of child abuse
and neglect. It offers practical
help for the identification of
child abuse and neglect and
the support of the child victims
and, in particular, the provision
of curriculum for child
protection. Freda Briggs,
formerly a teacher and social
worker is Professor Child
Development at the University
of South Australia. She is also
the author of From Victim To
Offender, Why My Child?,
Developing Personal Safety
Skills In Children With
Disabilities, Keep Children Safe
and Child Sexual Abuse:
Confronting The Problem.
Russell Hawkins is a
psychologist in private practice
and a senior lecturer in
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

Psychology at the University of
South Australia.
Child Neglect - Diane
DePanfilis 2006
Body Safety Education Jayneen Sanders 2014-11
This book is a step-by-step
guide on how to protect
children from sexual abuse
through Body Safety
Education. It contains practical
and age-appropriate ideas, as
well as information on how
abusers groom and signs a
child is being sexually abused.
Body Safety helps keep
children safe from sexual
abuse, ensuring they grow up
assertive and confident.
Blossom Bunny's Secret Vashty Wilson 2021-09-05
When another bunny touches
Blossom Bunny's tail at school,
Blossom feels unsafe and
worried. Blossom keeps it a
secret because she doesn't
know what to do. It makes her
feel upset and
confused.Blossom learns that
it's important to ask for help
and that some secrets should
not be kept when it comes to
safety.Help the children in your
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life to feel safe and happy, and
teach them to ask for help
when they feel worried.
Some Secrets Should Never Be
Kept - Jayneen Sanders
2017-06
This beautifully illustrated
children's book sensitively
broaches the subject of
keeping children safe from
inappropriate touch. It is an
invaluable tool for caregivers
and educators to broach the
subject of safe and unsafe
touch in an age-appropriate
way. The discussion questions
support both reader and child
when discussing the story.
Ages 3-12
My Body! What I Say Goes! Jayneen Sanders 2017-06
This comprehensive,
empowering and ageappropriate children's book
will teach children about
respect, consent and body
boundaries. It also explores
safe and unsafe feelings, early
warning signs, a safety
network, the correct names for
private parts, safe and unsafe
touch, and the difference
between secrets and surprises.
Ages 3-9
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

The Child Protection Handbook
- Kate Wilson 2007-04-26
This title is directed primarily
towards health care
professionals outside of the
United States. The new edition
of this popular handbook gives
an authoritative, informative
and accessible account of key
areas of child protection
practice. Covering research,
policy and practice it is
relevant to all professionals
working in child care. No other
book on child protection offers
such comprehensive coverage
of policy and practice. It
provides research findings in
all areas of child abuse, latest
policies and indications of good
practice, plus specialist
chapters for different
professionals. Chapters have
been contributed by known
experts in the field, both
distinguished academics and
practitioners. By combining the
latest factual information with
sophisticated analysis, it is the
ideal course text for child
protection programmes as well
as meeting the needs of more
experienced practitioners,
academics and trainers.
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Practical. Examines the issues
grounded in reality, and
therefore gives the reader
confidence in practice, coupled
with an understanding of the
responsibilities of colleagues in
other professions.
Comprehensive. Covers a
broad review of what
constitutes child abuse and
characteristics of the abused
and the abusers; medical,
social and legal management of
the process of protection; the
actions involved in
intervention. and training and
new directions for research
and practice. Authoritative.
Contributors are senior
professionals known nationally
and internationally for their
specific expertise in this area.
Research based. All books
should be, but amongst the
professionals most closely
involved in child protection, the
heavy workload often means
there is little time to catch up
on and assimilate up-to-date
research fully. This book offers
a through guide to what
research and policy initiatives
can give to the practice of the
reader. new chapters
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

addressing issues of culture
and parenting.. each chapter
contains key messages for
practitioners. key websites
have been listed. a website on
Evolve with supplementary
material.
Reaching and Teaching
Children who Hurt - Susan E.
Craig 2008
Through clear and readable
explanations of current
research and enlightening
vignettes, educators will
understand how violence and
other forms of trauma affect
the key elements of a child's
school and social success,
including behavior, attention,
memory, and language. - from
publisher description
My Body! What I Say Goes!
Activity Book - JAYNEEN.
SANDERS 2020-03
This Activity Book reinforces
the following crucial Body
Safety skills taught in the
children's picture book My
Body! What I Say Goes!: safe
and unsafe feelings, early
warning signs, a safety
network, safe and unsafe
touch, private parts, the
difference between secrets and
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surprises, and body
boundaries. Ages 3-9
Working with Children in
Groups - Kathryn & David
Geldard 2017-03-04
With its effective outcomes,
relative speed and reduced
costs, the group format is
becoming increasingly popular
for work with children in
counselling and educational
settings. Drawing from their
extensive experience of
running children's groups and
training group leaders, Kathryn
and David Geldard describe the
entire process of running
groups from the initial
planning to post-group
evaluation.Topics covered
include the benefits and
disadvantages of running
groups and the types of group
available, as well as the
planning, designing,
implementation and evaluation
of group programmes. Filled
with lots of ideas, activities,
games and work-sheets for use
in group programmes, as well
as examples of complete
programmes for particular
problems such as domestic
violence and low self-esteem,
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

this highly accessible and
practical book will be an
invaluable resource for anyone
wishing to run groups for
children.
Parenting Matters - National
Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine
2016-11-21
Decades of research have
demonstrated that the parentchild dyad and the environment
of the familyâ€"which includes
all primary caregiversâ€"are at
the foundation of children's
well- being and healthy
development. From birth,
children are learning and rely
on parents and the other
caregivers in their lives to
protect and care for them. The
impact of parents may never be
greater than during the earliest
years of life, when a child's
brain is rapidly developing and
when nearly all of her or his
experiences are created and
shaped by parents and the
family environment. Parents
help children build and refine
their knowledge and skills,
charting a trajectory for their
health and well-being during
childhood and beyond. The
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experience of parenting also
impacts parents themselves.
For instance, parenting can
enrich and give focus to
parents' lives; generate stress
or calm; and create any
number of emotions, including
feelings of happiness, sadness,
fulfillment, and anger.
Parenting of young children
today takes place in the context
of significant ongoing
developments. These include: a
rapidly growing body of
science on early childhood,
increases in funding for
programs and services for
families, changing
demographics of the U.S.
population, and greater
diversity of family structure.
Additionally, parenting is
increasingly being shaped by
technology and increased
access to information about
parenting. Parenting Matters
identifies parenting knowledge,
attitudes, and practices
associated with positive
developmental outcomes in
children ages 0-8;
universal/preventive and
targeted strategies used in a
variety of settings that have
teaching-children-protective-behaviours

been effective with parents of
young children and that
support the identified
knowledge, attitudes, and
practices; and barriers to and
facilitators for parents' use of
practices that lead to healthy
child outcomes as well as their
participation in effective
programs and services. This
report makes recommendations
directed at an array of
stakeholders, for promoting the
wide-scale adoption of effective
programs and services for
parents and on areas that
warrant further research to
inform policy and practice. It is
meant to serve as a roadmap
for the future of parenting
policy, research, and practice
in the United States.
Talking About Feelings Jayneen Sanders 2018-05
This book encourages children
to understand and manage
their changing feelings and
emotions, and to talk
confidently about how they are
feeling. Providing children with
the skills and the words to
express their feelings is key to
helping them move forward in
a positive manner.
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